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Abstract: Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) offers many advantages such intuitive knowledge
representation and fast numerical reasoning ability, etc. It suits modeling and decision-making
of dynamic systems. With the aims to effectively help to analyze and control system sustainable
evolution, the paper defines the steady states of fixed point and limited cycle of a FCM modeling
system. Accordingly, the rules of steady states of the FCM model and the factors influencing the
steady states are presented and proved. The Three-Rivers represents a system including population,
ecological environment, social development and their relationships. Based on the relationships, the
Three-Rivers ecosystem is modeled by FCM and the Three-Rivers ecosystemsustainable evolutionis
analyzed bythe rules of the steady states of FCM.

Keywords: Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM); fixed point; limited cycle; Three-Rivers ecosystem;
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1. Introduction

At present, there is an urgent need for a kind of intelligent tool to model dynamic systems for
analysis and control. Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) [1,2], as a soft computing tool, was proposed
by Kosko in 1986 on the basis of Axelord’s Cognitive Map(CM). FCM extends the ternary logical
relationship into the interval [´1, 1]. The most attractive characteristics of FCM are the flexibility of the
system model, the comprehensive operation and the abstractive representation of system. Over the last
several years, a variety of FCMs have been used for representing knowledge and artificial intelligence in
engineering applications, for instance infault detection [3], geographical information systems [4], social
system modeling [5], medical decision-making [6], individual behaviors simulation [7], environmental
management [8], etc.

There are three parts or three functions in the modeling of FCM. The first part [9–11] is to
simulate a specific system by some learning the algorithms of FCM such as NHL (Nonlinear Hebbian
Learning) andRCGA (Real-Coded Genetic Algorithm), where the association weight of FCM needs to
be established by data resources. They emphasize the determination of the relationships of concepts in
the system. The second part [12–15] is used for system evaluation by the FCM inference mechanism,
which focuses on the use of interactions between different concepts. It has the purpose of system
evaluation according to FCM inference. The third part [16–18] is the state transformation of FCM,
where the transforming rule and the transforming process of steady state are focused on. They are
used to analyze and control system evolution.

In the above-mentioned third part, there issome research onthe view of steady states of FCM. For
example, some statements in the paper [16] are inaccurate, such as where it holds that the length of the
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limited cycle should be less than the number of concepts or otherwise cross-talk can occur. However, it
does not analyze and prove the transforming rules of steady states (fixed point and limited cycle) of the
FCM model at all. Thus, in order to further analyze the evolution of the system fundamentally, some
definitions and proofs are researched and proposed in the paper, which are used to analyze system
evolution changes and influence factors. Additionally, they are applied in the evolution analysis of
the Three-Rivers ecosystem. The Three-Rivers system is modeled by FCM from the three sections of
population, ecological environment, social development and their relationshipsat themacro-level. The
evolutions of the Three-Rivers ecosystem are studied by the steady states of FCM from the macro-level
for sustainable development decisions.

The outline of this paper follows. The introduction presents related work for FCM and the purpose
of the study. In Section 2, FCM including the inference mechanism and the steady states and the
related concepts about the steady states of FCM are well described and established. Section 3 defines
and proves the rules of two steady states. Section 4 is an application of the rules in the Three-Rivers
ecosystem and discusses system evolution in different states. The final section briefly concludes
the paper.

2. FCM

The structure of FCM is a 4-tuple (C, E, W, A).
C = {C1,C2, . . . , Cn} is a set of concept nodes representing objects in the real system.
E = {<Ci,Cj>| Ci,CjPC} is oriented arcs denoting the causality relationship between two objects in

the system.
W = {wij| wij is the weight value of the interconnection <Ci,Cj>}. W is a square matrix of

n ˆ n showing the association weight map between objects. The wij belongs to the interval [´1, 1]
representing the fuzzy degree between concepts Ci and Cj.

‚ If there is positive causality between concepts Ci and Cj, wij > 0. An increase of the value of
concept Ci will cause an increase of the value of concept Cj. A decrease of the value of Ci will lead
to a decrease of the value of Cj.

‚ If there is inverse causality between the two concepts, wij < 0. An increase of the value of concept
Ci will cause a decrease of the value of the second concept. A decrease of the value of concept Ci
will cause an increase of the value of the concept Cj.

‚ If there is no relationship between the two concepts, wij = 0.

For example, an FCM on public health and its weight matrix are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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A is state space of the FCM. At t iteration, the state of the FCM is a state vector A(t) = (A1(t), A2(t),
. . . , An(t)), whereeach concept node Ci has a state value Ai(t).

The state value of Cj at t + 1 step can be deduced by a sigmoid function f (x) shown as Equation (1).
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a logistic function as in Equation (4). The state value of a node at t + 1 iteration is a transformation
function of states in a previous time of other nodesdirectly associated with the node and weight matrix
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3. Steady States of the Fuzzy Cognitive Map

Definition 1. Fixed point is a kind of steady state where theultimate state of the FCM is a unique
state vector, that is A(t + 1) = A(t).

Definition 2. Limited cycle is a kind of steady state where theFCM settles down with a state vector
repeating in the form A(t)Ñ . . . ÑA(i)Ñ . . . ÑA(t), that is A(t + K) = A(t)(K > 1).

The following research in the paper is aimed at a kind of simple FCM, which has a bivalent
function, so each node state is 1 or 0.

Inference 1. The FCM must settle down with fixed point or limited cycle.
If the FCM transforms to a fixed point, all concepts in the system are positive or negative. In other

words, if the FCM transformsto a 0 fixed point that is the vector [0, 0, . . . , 0], the systems arenegative;
if the FCM transformstoa 1 fixed point that is the vector [1, 1, . . . , 1], the concepts arepositive.

If the FCM transforms to a limited cycle, the system will return to the initial state. The recurrence
shows that the system is relatively positive.

Definition 3. The number of iterations of steady state is the number of steps from the initial state
to the ultimate state in the process of the FCM transforming to a steady state.
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Definition 4. The number of state transformations of steady state is the total number of nodeswhose
state changesin the process of the FCM transforming to a steady state.

For example, in Figure 3 the number of iterations of the limited cycle is three, and the number of
state transformations of the limited cycle is six (the sum of one, two and three).
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As is known, in next step the changes of states are caused by node states in the step, threshold
function and weights of the FCM. The threshold T of the sigmoid function in the FCM indicates an
alarm value or an evaluation standard of the system. The weights of the FCM are on behalf of the
current status of the system. The paper focuses on a simple FCM with bivalent function. After a
number of iterations, the FCM state will transform to a steady state.

3.1. Fixed Point of the FCM

Inference 2. If initial states of all nodes in the FCM are zero and T = 0, it must transform toa zero
fixed point.

Inference 3. If the threshold T ą maxp
ř

j
wjiq is in the FCM, it must transform to a zero fixed point.

Inference 4. If the threshold T ă minp
ř

j
wjiq is in the FCM, it must arrive toa 1 fixed point.

Inference 5. If only one node state ofthe FCM changes at t step, then the state of the node must be
the same with thatat the t + 1 step.

Inference 6. The number of iterations of steady state must be less than or equal to the number of
nodes, which is less than or equal to the number of state transformations of steady state in the process
of the FCM transforming to fixed point.

For example, the initial state is [1, 1, 1], the weight matrix is shown in Equation (5) and T = 0.

W “

»

—

–
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fi
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The process ofstate transformations of steady state is shown in Figure 4. In the transformation,
only one node state changes in each iteration.
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In the longest length case, the length or the number of iterations of the fixed point is equal to the
number of nodes, which is equal to the number of state transformations.

3.2. Limited Cycle of the FCM

Definition 5. The length of a limited cycle is the number of iterations in the process of the FCM
transforming to the initial state in the limited cycle.

Inference 7. The limited cycle of the FCM must be formed by even numbers of state transformations
in the cycle.
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Inference 8. The length of a limited cycle must be less than or equal to the number of state
transformations in the process of the FCM transforming to the initial state in the limited cycle.

Inference 9. The number of state transformations is twice the number of nodes whose states change
in the FCM arriving ata limited cycle.

The proofs of Inference 1–Inference 9 are shown in Appendix.

4. The Application in Three-Rivers Ecosystem

The Three-Rivers ecological zone, in the southern part of the Qinghai province of China, is
the birthplace of the Yangtze River, Yellow River and Lancang River of China. It is China's largest
and highest natural area, and is also the most sensitive natural environment and vulnerable region.
Twenty-five percent of the Yangtze River water, 49% of the Yellow River water and 15% of theLancang
River water are from thisregion. Thus, the situation of the Three-Rivers ecological system is the
ecological guarantee of China’s development, even tied with the ecological security of the neighboring
countries. Because of the special geographical conditions, global climate change and the increasingly
frequent effect of human economic activities, the contradictions in the Three-Rivers ecological system
become more and more apparent, and mainly reflect in the relationships among the population,
ecological environment and social development.

4.1. FCM Modeling Three-Rivers EcosystemBased on NHL

Accordingly, the FCM model of the Three-Rivers system is used to represent population,
ecological environment, social development and their relationships, and to study the evolutions
of the Three-Rivers ecosystem from the macro-level.

Therefore, the FCM model of the Three-Rivers ecosystem includes three concept nodes of
population, ecological environment and social development, whose states are (A1, A2, A3) representing
the evaluation value of population, ecological environment and social development, respectively.
The association map is shown in a weight matrix in Equation (6).

W “

»

—

–

0 ´0.7 0.3
0.4 0 0.1
´0.3 0.5 0

fi

ffi

fl

(6)

The weights are obtained by the NHL algorithm based on big data from the Internet of things and
statistic database, which show current system conditions. NHL has two objective functions, as shown
in Equations (7) and (8).

maximizeJ “ Er
ÿ

Ajs (7)
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
At

j ´ At`1
j

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ă e (8)

The weight vector w has to be limited to stabilize the learning rule in Equation (9), which generates
the following nonlinear Hebbian learning rule in Equation (10).

subject to ||w|| “ 1 (9)

wij pt` 1q “ ηAj
`

Ai ´wij ptq Aj
˘

(10)

The learning steps are as follows.
Step1: Calculate the evaluation values of population, ecological environment and social

development based on large monitoring data and statistic data.
Step2: Initialize the weight matrix.
Step3: Calculate the objective function of the NHL.
Step 3.1: Adjust the weights by the NHL rules.
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Step 4: Continue until the weights satisfy the objective function of the NHL.

4.2. Sustainability Analysis of theThree-Rivers Ecosystem Based on the FCM

The bivalent function in Equation (2) is selected as the transformation function. Based on these,
we obtain the following analysis results on the ecological system evolution.

4.2.1. Situation 1: If The Initial State is (1, 0, 1) and The Threshold Value T = 0, What May Happen in
The System?

The initial state means that population is increasing and society is in development. The datum line
T of the evaluation is zero. The state value of each concept is computed at each step by Equations (1)
and (2).

Thus, the process of system evolutionis shown in Figure 3.
There is only one state transformation of node C1 from 1 to 0 in the first iteration. In the second step,

there are two state transformations of C2 and C3, respectively. In the final iteration, the three nodes all
are reversed. The number of iterations of the limited cycle is three. The number of state transformations
of the limited cycle is six.It fully complies with the above rules from Inference 7–Inference 9 of the FCM.

It can be seen that the situation will first make the population decrease relatively, followed
by an improvement of the environment and a slowdown in the social development. Finally, the
recurrence represents that the population and social development are picked up again, and the relative
destruction of the environment follows. The process represents a limited cycle that shows an implacable
contradiction among population, ecological environment and social development. The Three-Rivers
ecological system is in a relatively positive or sustainable evolution.

4.2.2. Situation2: What Will Happen with Other Initial States?

The FCM including three nodes has eight different states in total, where the process in Discussion
1 involves three FCM states. The four other states except for (0, 0, 0) all form into a limited cycle.

The process of the transformations from states (0, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1) is shown as a limited cycle in
Figure 5.
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In actuality, the above three processes all include a similar limited cycle as in Situation 1.
The transformations all comply with the above rules from Inference 7–Inference 9of the FCM. The
three situations still are in sustainable evolution.

The state (0, 0, 0) transforms toa 0 fixed point in accordance with Inference 2. It means that when
all concepts of the system are in down states, the system must be a downward or not sustainable trend
unless there are positive energy incentives.

How to break this vicious cycle?
The method is to change the associated weights between the concepts through external

intervention such as policy, law, etc.

4.2.3. Situation3: If the Datum Line T of Evaluation Increases or Decreases, What Will Happen?

When the initial state is (1, 0, 1) andthe threshold value increases to T > 0.4, a 0 fixed point is
formed according to Inference 3.

The process of system state evolution at T = 0.5 is shown as a fixed point in Figure 8. It can be
seen that when the threshold increases in given weights and initial state, the limited cycle in Figure 4
may change to a fixed point as in Figure 8.
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In this situation, first the population is reduced and the environment is improved, followed
by a relativeincrease of population. The FCM transforms to a 1 fixed point, where the relationship
betweenpopulation, ecological environment and social development forms into a positive steady state
or a sustainable system.

It means that standard (T) plays a vital role in systemevolution. It can be seen that the FCMcan
provide the basis for determining the standard.
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4.2.4. Situation4: In the System, What Must Not Happen?

If it goes against the inferencesof the FCM, the process will not happen.
Meanwhile, some state transformations in the current system may be excluded. For example, the

situation in Figure 11 cannot happen at T = 0. Although it complies with the rule of limited cycle or
sustainability, withthis current threshold and relationships it is impossible.
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Appendix

Inference 1. The FCM must settle down with fixed point or limited cycle.
Proof : The state space is finite in the FCM and each node state is 0 or 1. Thus, the FCM must settle

down with fixed point or limited cycle.
Inference 2. If initial states of all nodes in the FCM are zero and T = 0, it must transform toa zero

fixed point.
Proof : To any node Cj, Aj(0) = 0 is known. According to Equations (1) and (2), whatever the FCM

weight values are, the threshold T = 0, and next states of the FCM are certainly all zero. Thus, Inference
2 is true.

Inference 3. If the threshold T ą maxp
ř

j
wjiq is in the FCM, it must transform to a zero fixed point.

Proof : In Equation (1), Aj is 0 or 1.
If T ą maxp

ř

j
wjiq, then T ą

ř

j
Ajptqwji. Accordingly, in the FCM with bivalent function Ai(t + 1)

= fp
ř

j
Ajptqwjiq = 0. Thus, Inference 3 is true.

Inference 4. If the threshold T ă minp
ř

j
wjiq is in the FCM, it must arrive at a 1 fixed point.

Proof : It is similar to the proof of Inference 3.
Inference 5. If only one node state ofthe FCM changes at t step, then the state of the node must be

the same at that at the t + 1 step.
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Proof : Assume Ci is the node. At t step, eachnode Cj(j “ i) is Aj(t ´ 1) = Aj(t). Then, at t + 1 step,
by Equation (1): Aipt` 1q “ f p

ř

j
Ajptqwjiq “ f p

ř

j
Ajpt´ 1qwjiq “ Aiptq. Thus, Inference 5 is true.

Inference 6. The number of iterations of steady state must be less than or equal to the number of
nodes, which less than or equal to the number of state transformations of steady state in the process of
the FCM transforming to a fixed point.

Proof : The number of state transformationsof a node is less than or equal to two in the FCM
transforming toa fixed point. The longest length happens when only one node state changes in
each iteration.

In that case, the length or the number of iterations of the fixed point is equal to the number of
nodes, which is equal to the number of state transformations.

If more than one node states change in an iteration, the length or the number of iterations
of the fixed point must be less than the number of nodes, which is less than the number of state
transformations. Thus, Inference 6 is true.

Inference 7. The limited cycle of the FCM must be formed by even numbers of state transformations
in the cycle.

Proof : (reduction to absurdity) If the FCM passes odd transformations in the limited cycle, there is
at least one node that passes odd numbers of state transformations. Thus, it is impossible that a node
returns to the initial state through odd numbers of transformations. Nevertheless, the total number of
transformations must be even. Thus, Inference 7 is true.

Inference 8. The length of a limited cycle must be less than or equal to the number of state
transformations in the process of the FCM transforming to the initial state in the limited cycle.

Proof : A node must go through two transformations or no transformation in the process of the
FCM transforming to the initial state in thelimited cycle. If there is only one node state changing in
each iteration, the length of the limited cycle must be equal to the number of state transformations of
the FCM. If there is more than one node whose state changes in an iteration, the length of the limited
cycle must be less than the number of state transformations of the FCM. Thus, Inference 8 is true.

Inference 9. The number of state transformations is twice of the number of nodes whose states
change in the FCM arriving to a limited cycle.

Proof : A node must go through two transformations or no transformation in the FCM arriving at
a limited cycle. The number of state transformations is twice the number of nodes whose states are
changed in the FCM arriving ata limited cycle. Thus, Inference 9 is true.
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